COPENHAGEN - IBTM POST EVENT TOUR
21-24 NOVEMBER 2019
In Copenhagen, everything is closer
Copenhagen Convention Bureau and partners invite you to Copenhagen for three nights to come closer
and explore the city and its many must-do’s with us, the locals.
As Copenhageners we love the wonderful Christmas time, which is the time where “hygge” (the Danish
word for coziness) really comes to its right. We light candles, enjoy sweet treats and relax while spending
quality time with each other.
Throughout this trip, you will not only get to know hotels, venues and activities suitable for a meeting,
incentive or event. You will also get to know the local Danes and explore the hidden gems
of this fairytalelike city. Look forward to welcoming you to Wonderful Copenhagen.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
A teaser of what to experience in Copenhagen
THE DANISH LIFESTYLE

ENTICING GASTRONOMY

Copenhageners are known for their

Copenhagen is home to the

relaxed lifestyle and easy-going attitude.

new Nordic Cuisine and has

The concept of ‘hygge’ means coziness

earned quite a reputation as a

and that’s exactly what the Danish way of

culinary hotspot. In the last few

living is all about.

years a wide array of
inventive, modern and stylish
new restaurants has opened.
Copenhagen has 22 Michelin
stars across 17 restaurants
which supports the ongoing
transformation of
Copenhagen as a major
gourmet destination.

ENCHANTING TIVOLI GARDENS
Besides being one of the world’s oldest
amusements parks, Tivoli is an enchanting
and magical garden. Even more so at
Christmas time where it transforms into a
stunning Christmas market. Thousands of
colourful lights illuminate the gardens
creating a fairytale-like atmosphere.

HEY CAPTAIN
Copenhagen is a true maritime city. One of the most beautiful
and enjoyable ways to experience Copenhagen, is on a boat
sailing down its charming canals. Copenhagen is literally
surrounded by water. So ‘all aboard’ as we sail through the inner
city canals and experience the city from another perspective.

HOTELS AND VENUES

SHOPPING

Experience a selection of the best Copenhagen

Whether you are looking for Danish or international

hotels and venues.

designers and brands, Copenhagen has it all.

